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**DAY 1**
For two hours this morning. We practiced the mystery play. We are really working hard.

**DAY 2**
Tomorrow Linda will practice her spooky song. I will make suggestions. Do you want to help us?

**DAY 3**
We practiced in our costumes. Boy, am I excited. Do not forget to bring your costume!

**DAY 4**
Today we will put on the play. It has a good plot. Did you remember your costume!

**DAY 5**
What a great play that was. Did you see the audience stand up and clap. Be sure to thank the teachers for their help.
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**DAY 1**
Did you give your report today? I gave mine? my special report was about desert animals and their homes.

**DAY 2**
Help me carry this? All these things. Are for my report about cold places. How heavy this craft is.

**DAY 3**
My whole group. Is going to report about adaptations. Jack Ron and Sue are in my group.

**DAY 4**
Todae is the day? What are we wating for! Let’s read the report answer questions.

**DAY 5**
My group, and I finished the report about graizing animals. The class clapped shouted and cheered.
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**DAY 1**
Don’t forget to bring cans for the food drive we want our class to give the most cans? Tuesday is the last day.

**DAY 2**
Please buy me some candy? I promise I will eat all my vegetables and I won’t eat the candy. Until after dinner.

**DAY 3**
I don’t like apples and I like apple pie Sometimes my friends tease me about this.

**DAY 4**
It was supposed to snow today but, they were wrong. it’s raining instead I hope my roof doesn’t leek.

**DAY 5**
Please be careful at night. Take a flashlight. Wear bright colors. You should, be sure to walk with a friend.
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DAY 1
We finished our space chapter and we had a test. Bill failed the test but I did well. How was your class!

DAY 2
We will have another test about space exploration and I expect to do well. When I get home I will study for it?

DAY 3
After I read a space chapter I take notes. I study the notes, when I go home. Do you want to study with me!

DAY 4
What a hard test that was? When I finished I gave a sy of relief.

DAY 5
Are you going to study for the space test tomorrow. when you read the chapter twiece, you always do well.
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DAY 1
How I would love to visit a big swamp? I have asked my family but they do not want to go. When I asked why Dad said that the wildlife in the state park is better.

DAY 2
Dad Mom and I saw birds in the park. They soared swooped and sang in the air and the trees they were beautiful.

DAY 3
I thought about you at the park I wished you were with us. We saw some deer our car had a flat tire on the way home.

DAY 4
A stoan was in the river a frog jumped on it. When a fly flew over. The frog shot out its tongue. What a fast tongue he had?

DAY 5
The mother bird flew up, the baby birds opened their mouths. One baby bird stole some food. From another baby bird.
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DAY 1
When I got to school this morning I was really tired. Last night a noise woke me up, after I had gone to sleep.

DAY 2
A girl named Lily sat in the bleachers next to me, do you know her. She is tall, but she is not taller than jack.

DAY 3
A Boy named roger is the best batter at school. His Sister is almost as good.

DAY 4
The new Coach is Ms. Dowell. Have you herd of her. she has been hear since thursday.

DAY 5
Next week is thanksgiving don't you love the Holidays. When we have four days off we can play so mutch baseball.
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DAY 1
A Boy named Lim is in my class. His first Language is not english but he is a good student.

DAY 2
A new Student named Carmen speaks five language. All the other studentz admire her.

DAY 3
All the classes in our school had partys on the last day. Two boys made dishes from their native countrys.

DAY 4
A family moved next door three dayes ago. their dog has puppies. With floppy eares.

DAY 5
The girles have special dresses for the Holidays. Gail had to make a few stitchs in the with of hers.
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DAY 1
I live in Omaha Nebraska? Where do you live!

DAY 2
Those man and their wifes like to play music. They use Drums and tap their foots. sometimes the music is so loud it scares the mouses?

DAY 3
The farmer has two sheeps and one cow. I like to see his child because they are nice?

DAY 4
The meltaway Diner has great fishes. They even have a menu for childrens. you can get a banana spilt for dessert.

DAY 5
Did you read the skript. There are three elfs in this play. They have to be small?
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DAY 1
My classmates gave animal reports these past two dayes. Some topics were wolfs, gooses deer and sheeps. Mine was about beares.

DAY 2
those are my sisters toys. She got those blocks’ from my dads sister.

DAY 3
We discussed ideas for the familys’ gifts. The childrens’ suggestions were the most good.

DAY 4
I read a book about a mans’ experiences inventing solutions. It was called How Ben Franklin Stole the Lightning?

DAY 5
I reviewed a magazine article called Keep Trying. It was about the authors aword-winning inventions.
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DAY 1
We found my sisters dog on my families vacation. it was hiding in some grass. It had to sleep in a box at first

DAY 2
My friends book was a big help. There was a copy in the childrens’ section of the library. I love reading books.

DAY 3
Two boy’s came over to see my new fish. They really liked my fishes tank.

DAY 4
My mothers friend came to visit us. When she saw me she gave me a hug.

DAY 5
I read a magazine article called Snakes Chere You Up. It was about the writers own snakes. Dr Green’s snakes were named Ed and Mo.
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DAY 1
My friend’s came to my house today. We were going to the Park together.

DAY 2
I met Jan’s new friend today. Do you know Shelley. What a nice girl she is!

DAY 3
“The other team plays really well.” said Mr. Chen. I asked “Can we beat them,”

DAY 4
There is only one person in our school who runs faster than George? Cindy wins more races than any of the other runner’s.

DAY 5
I asked Libby. “will you teach me to pitch better?” “I will help you practice” said Libby.”
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**DAY 1**
My mother said to me you can have this. It was my grandmother's favorite necklace.

**DAY 2**
I looked in the childrens' section of the library. I find a book called *Honest abe*.

**DAY 3**
When I ran into Annie I helped her carry some boxes. They were full of pens, pencils and erasers.

**DAY 4**
Annie check out a different book every week. She reads a whole book in a few hours.

**DAY 5**
I knew the answer to the question. I raise my hand, the teacher calling on someone else.
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**DAY 1**
We was at the park yesterday. Then it started to rain. We left and went to the mall.

**DAY 2**
I want a dog. I am gonna feed it in the morning. I will be happy all the time.

**DAY 3**
I am been here before. By the end of last summer, I have ridden on all the rides. And I have seen all the shows already.

**DAY 4**
You are not going yet. First, let's clean up the mess we made. Then we will going to your house.

**DAY 5**
I do asked for a chocolate shake. Didn't they fix it yet? I have hungry.
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**DAY 1**
I am reading a book called “My New School.” It tell about a students experiences at a new school.

**DAY 2**
We went to the Pawnee Indian Village museum. It is in kansas. We likes museums.

**DAY 3**
This book are interesting. The details seems true. I finish it later tonight.

**DAY 4**
It became late, so we waited on the curb for the bus. What time are our parents picking us up? Marsha asked.

**DAY 5**
My favorite mintes are green. They sold candy in the gift shop. What did you by.
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**DAY 1**
Jonathans favorite days is when it snows. In school last year, he studyed the snow. He says he wait all year for winter.

**DAY 2**
The family's house were in arizona. This State are very hot in the summer. The only plants near the house is cactus plants.

**DAY 3**
Her mother gived her a microscope. She catched a bug? Then she sitted and looked at it under the microscope.

**DAY 4**
The child play tag. He standed in a open field. He catched a ball. He throwed it quickly before he got tagged.

**DAY 5**
We finded different snowflakes in peoples' back yards. We maked hundreds of pictures. We will try to sell them?
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DAY 1
Sandy sended her dog, Bubba, to school he need to learn obedience. He come home a different dog.

DAY 2
My brother took a pie and eated them. That night, we heared bubba. They was playing with the empty pie tin.

DAY 3
Sandy carred very much for Bubba. But she could not make them obey. I suggested obedience school.

DAY 4
Sandy asked the people on the block if they thinked Bubba was an obedient dog? She all said no.

DAY 5
Has anyone ever savved your life. I heard a story about a dog who saved their Owners life.
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**DAY 1**
I asked each girl if they liked the party. They all sayed they did. I invited they to my party.

**DAY 2**
Him did the chores themselves. He wasn’t worried about how long they took.

**DAY 3**
The boy did not have to go looking for the cat? Himself knew the cat was in the tree.

**DAY 4**
My friends and me did not want to work hard. Us found ways to do things easily. Us are lazier than you.

**DAY 5**
“It is me.” replied the girl. Her mother knew she by voice. Them went walking together.
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DAY 1
I saw the best movie yesterday? I goed with Karyn to the starlight Theater.

DAY 2
I likes to play baseball. Do you plays any sports? He run in races.

DAY 3
She have forgotten to finish her homework. We’s having a test tomorrow.

DAY 4
He are in a bad mude today. Manuel am moveing to ohio. Youll’ be sad when he are gone, too.

DAY 5
I has a chocolate cokie. She have one, too!
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**DAY 1**
Melindas favorite time of year was when the birds visited she. Her and her grandfather watch for them every day.

**DAY 2**
Her grandfather knowed about birds too. Him was the one who had the first friendly visit with birds.

**DAY 3**
Every Fisherman takes their rod on the boat. They pull in his lines if a fish come close.

**DAY 4**
The camera on Pollys lap is her’s. She is taking a voiage to cownt whales.

**DAY 5**
Thowsands of people come to see the parade. They act as though it is not mine town, but their’s.
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**DAY 1**
The tree house in the backyard is our’s. Our friends tree house is near it. We often play in each others tree houses.

**DAY 2**
My friend and me like to play on the playground. Her likes to swing on the bars with me.

**DAY 3**
Their going to take their boat out. Your invited to come. Us girls always have a good time.

**DAY 4**
You aut to see the fossil the scientist’s found. Its going to be studied this summer.

**DAY 5**
Your coming to go fishing on the boat, aren’t you. My friend’s haven’t cought a fish all summer.
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**DAY 1**
I went to ours library today. I saw Leni Laura and Lisa?

**DAY 2**
I looked at a book about italian toys. My friend said that’s so cool. She looked at a book called detectives.

**DAY 3**
I found a book short in the childrens’ section. It’s recipes seemed easy fun and tasty.

**DAY 4**
What a great book about indian art! Is there a book about turkish crafts?

**DAY 5**
I am looking for a picture of a Plant fosil. My friend wants a book of chinese folk tales to read this sumer. I found her an article called a history of chinese folktales.
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**DAY 1**
Its almost time to go to an mexican restaurant. They just got new menus’ so I can’t wait.

**DAY 2**
I need to study for math test. I have most trouble with multiplication and add.

**DAY 3**
A actor has to be smart. You need to know how to say a important line in exactly a right way.

**DAY 4**
Mine Sister has tallent, but she has a easy part. Why did they give a easiest part to her. Im glad I have the part I have.

**DAY 5**
Tonight is a first night we slept in our new house. It is an larger house than the one other.
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**DAY 1**
There are only Four more days until vacation. Are you going away! we are going to mexico

**DAY 2**
It was warm today than yesterday. Yesterday was the colder day we have had all winter.

**DAY 3**
I am tallest than my Sister. She is taller than her goodest friend. That means they are both shortest than I am.

**DAY 4**
In the first place you can’t stay home alone. Let me remined you that your most youngest sister wants to be with you.

**DAY 5**
In case you forgot. It’s time to take out the garbage. It is fullest than it should be. New bags are abuve the sink.
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DAY 1
In school I am studying to be an English teacher. I like helping students learn.

DAY 2
Last weekend we had the most best time ever! My parents took me to an music concert.

DAY 3
Joel is the unusual artist I have ever seen. His cat painting is most amusing than the dog painting. It’s also more small.

DAY 4
Her is the more popular person in the group. I think she is most popular than her twin sister.

DAY 5
Yes I think he would be the victor in an cooking contest. He is the more promising chef in the whole city.
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DAY 1
The arabian horse was the fastest of the two mares. She escaped on the darker night of the winter.

DAY 2
Yes Comet is the better jumper in the herd. He is also the most alertest.

DAY 3
Compared to yesterday, the weather is worst Today. The indian pony has the worse time in the cold.

DAY 4
The gray horse is the more dosile horse in the herd. My uncel thinks she is the most prettyest. She won a medle in a show.

DAY 5
Which is the most special horse, Thunder or Comet? It’s hard to pick the most good horse in the herd.
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DAY 1
A Dust Bowl is one of the topics in my book about America. Of the last two periods we studied, it's the most interesting.

DAY 2
Lance do you see the bugs. Do you think they were smallest than the others you saw?

DAY 3
Yes Rebecca. I look close at them, and they are smaller than the others.

DAY 4
Paul was a well inventor. He pushed a button for no reason and suddenly went back in time.

DAY 5
The Japanese man tried to speak clear. His English teacher helped him.
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DAY 1
Natasha’s cat was nice, but mine was nicest. Peters pet was hungryest than Molly’s pet. The mouse seemed to listen polite.

DAY 2
Sarah is a well listener. She listens more hard than I do. She asked curiouslier than Al about our trip to the city.

DAY 3
Sarah and me enjoy vacations, but Gerard enjoy them more of all. He gets ready fastest than we do in the mornings.

DAY 4
The bus ride seemed more slower than last time. “Weave got to go to the second floor.” my teacher said.

DAY 5
I saw well sights on our field trip. When it was time to go, it was most sad than before?
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DAY 1
We can’t go bike riding. We have to wait for the rain to stop maybe your mom can drive we.

DAY 2
I not want a ticket for that movie.I like not scary movies.

DAY 3
I can’t come to your house.I haven’t studied enough for my math Test.

DAY 4
Mom don’t want to listen to no loud music. I’m uncertain what station would be better.

DAY 5
I didn’t not do good on my project.I didn’t write neat?
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DAY 1
I watched the airplanes close. They came in for landings slow. Airplane food could probably be gooder.

DAY 2
Mom listened at the announcement more close than Dad. The announcement was not nothing important.

DAY 3
We went with the store to bye new clothes. The employee asked How can I help you today!

DAY 4
Brethless, I looked out the window. I could tell that it certainlly would be a suny day.

DAY 5
The coach said, “we realy can’t have no quitters on this team.”
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DAY 1
My friends and me work together good. We built a treehouse on a tree.

DAY 2
I sang in the school play. The play was last week. My dad came and watch me.

DAY 3
In the morning I ate cereal. For lunch I had a sandwhich. What will I have for dinner.

DAY 4
If there weren't no school I would play outside. Its important to exercise.

DAY 5
Grapes grow good in california. They grow on much farms. don't pick them until their ripe.
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